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Protected areas, including the Natura 2000 network of 
protected sites, are a vital conservation tool in our efforts  
to halt this biodiversity crisis. It is now widely recognised, 
however, that these sites are often too small and isolated  
to reduce biodiversity declines on their own.

Landscape-scale approaches to conservation, and the 
development of green infrastructure, are important solutions 
to this problem. They create networks and corridors to 
connect and strengthen existing sites and protected areas, 
enhancing and expanding them where necessary. 

These ecological networks can span large or small areas, 
and they need good partnership working, communication 
and a wide range of skills to implement. 

Over the last three years, the LIFE+ Information and 

Introduction
Across Europe, nature is in trouble, and we need to do more 
about it. Nature provides a wide range of life-sustaining services 
that we all depend upon, and these are being eroded. 

Communication Futurescapes programme  
(LIFE10INF/UK/000189) has made a valuable contribution 
to how we implement a landscape-scale approach to 
biodiversity conservation. 

The primary objective of this programme was to support 
the Natura 2000 network of protected areas in the UK by: 

1. Building strong partnerships and communicating the 
importance of green infrastructure and landscape-scale 
conservation to professionals, communities and the  
general public. 

2. Working with partners to catalyse the development  
of green infrastructure and secure biodiversity 
conservation in 38 landscapes in the United Kingdom.

“ Imagine a future where our most iconic landscapes are alive with the 
sights and sounds of abundant wildlife, where people are working together 
to look after our natural assets, and where inspiration comes from being  
in these places. This future is possible. This report, based on practical 
experience, explains how it can be done. We have the know-how. We need 
the determination to collaborate and the political will to make it happen.“   
Martin Harper, RSPB Director of Conservation
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Futurescapes



What is green 
infrastructure?
Green infrastructure can be defined as a carefully planned network of 
high quality natural and semi-natural areas, designed to manage and 
deliver biodiversity conservation and an array of benefits for people,  
in both rural and urban landscapes. 

This is planned and managed alongside the built infrastructure, such as 
roads and housing, which can often fragment our landscapes if green 
infrastructure is not included in more joined-up planning approaches.

The Natura 2000  
network 
Natura 2000 is the largest collection of protected sites in the world, 
and forms the heart of Europe’s green infrastructure. This network, 
consisting of 26,000 sites across Europe, covers 18% of Europe’s land 
surface, and 4% of Europe’s sea areas. 

The network is designed to protect some of our most threatened 
species and habitats. It also provides life-sustaining benefits to society, 
such as clean water, flood protection, food, recreation, tourism and a  
range of health benefits, which have been valued at over £2.1 billion 
(approximately three billion Euros) annually.

Implementing landscape-
scale conservation
“More, bigger, better and joined”. These are known as the Lawton 
principles of landscape-scale conservation. Since 2011, they have been 
widely adopted in England, and to some extent across the rest of the UK. 

They reflect the need to combat biodiversity loss by creating more nature 
conservation sites, increasing their size, improving their quality through 
better habitat management, and enhancing connections between these 
sites. When this is achieved across a whole landscape, they can be called 
“ecological networks”, which are vital components of green infrastructure. 

Landscape-scale conservation is also about people and nature, so the 
definition of “joined” can include connecting local people and 
communities to their landscapes.



Working in 
partnership to deliver 
more for nature
The RSPB LIFE+ Futurescapes programme has made  
an important contribution to the development of  
landscape-scale conservation in the United Kingdom.

The success of this programme has relied heavily on  
good partnership working and development. During this 
period we have worked in 144 different partnerships on  
198 projects. 

These partnerships have to date delivered conservation 
enhancements on more than 100,000 hectares of land, and 
advice to landowners and farmers on over 168,000 hectares. 

We have also talked to more than 310,000 members of  
the public about the importance of green infrastructure  
and landscape-scale conservation. 

Futurescapes

This is only the start. We are continuing to work with 
partners to fulfil the 2020 vision expressed by the 
European Union’s biodiversity targets, and the global Aichi 
targets. These include securing biodiversity on at least 
17% of the land surface (including inland water) and 10% 
of coastal and marine areas, and integrating these into the 
wider landscapes and seascapes.

“ The field visit day was inspirational. The 
Somerset Levels left all of us ‘wowed’ by  
the extent and quality of the habitats you, 
and others, have recreated in just a few 
years from old peat workings.”  
Simon Pryor, Natural Environment Director,  
The National Trust
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The locations of the 
Futurescapes 

1 The Flows 
2  Machair
3  Cairngorms Farmed Floodplain 

and Caledonian Forest
4 Living Loch Leven
5 Inner Forth
6  Garnock Valley
7 Lough Neagh Basin 
8 Lough Erne Basin 
9 Solway Wetlands
10 North Lakes
11 Morecambe Bay
12 Bowland
13 Ribble Coast and Wetlands
14  Dark Peak
15  Dearne Valley Green Heart
16 Humberhead Levels
17 North Wales Moors /  
 Rhostir Gogledd Cymru
18 Sherwood Forest
19 Shropshire Wetlands
20  Staffordshire Woods  

and Moors
21  The Trent and Tame  

River Valleys
22 The Fens
23 The Wash
24 The Broads
25 The Brecks
26 Upper Nene Valley
27 Suffolk Coast
28  Greensand Ridge
29  Three Rivers /  

Troed y Frân

30 Gwent Levels / Gwastadeddau Gwent 
31 Upper Thames River Valleys
32  Greater Thames
33 Wiltshire Chalk Country
34 Somerset Levels and Moors
35 South Downs
36  Cornwall Coast
37 Wild Purbeck
38 Portsmouth to Pagham

 RSPB offices



Programme 
results

Hectares of practical conservation

198
Number of projects

Number of general public engaged

Number of Partnerships

19%
Bigger

Natura 2000 network 
Types of project interventions made in the 
Futurescapes, based on the Lawton principles 
(see page 3). 

31%
Joined

31%
Better19%

More
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Futurescapes

144

Natura 2000 network



A recipe for 
successNumber of projects
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How to develop green infrastructure  
and do landscape-scale conservation

In March 2015, over 150 practitioners from across 
Europe came together at a workshop in Bristol, UK,  
to form a “Super Brain”. This was tasked with  
tackling some of the most important challenges  
for landscape-scale conservation today.

From this event came a recipe for success: a guide to 
developing green infrastructure and landscape-scale 
conservation. This is arranged around five broad 
themes. These are: engaging, planning, doing, 
evaluating and sustaining. 

The recipe reflects the experience of many landscape-
scale conservation initiatives and partnerships, 
including the RSPB Life+ Futurescapes Programme, 
The Wildlife Trusts’ Living Landscapes, and England’s 
Nature Improvement Areas.

The following pages provide a summary of that 
experience and expertise.

“ A visibly collaborative response from the 
nature conservation community is the  
initial platform upon which engagement 
with all other sectors will be built. “  
Aidan Lonergan, Area Manager  
(West Anglia) Natural England
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“ The future of landscape-scale conservation 
is not just about delivering more, bigger, 
better and joined up nature reserves. It is 
also about winning hearts and minds.”   
Sir John Lawton 
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Involving partners

A partnership should represent those who live and  
work in the landscape, including businesses, the local 
community, and the health sector, amongst others. This 
will ensure a multi-sectoral partnership that can consider 
many perspectives. Partners should add value to the 
project, and provide a range of skill sets. Be sure to 
clearly identify the most relevant audiences, and when to 
involve them – it is easy to underestimate the importance 
of this. It can be different from project to project.

Charismatic individuals can be a great help, inspiring 
others and driving the vision forward. Between you all, 
develop a shared vision that takes account of the goals  
of all partners; this will need careful facilitation. 
 
The vision should be inclusive, inspiring and creative, but 
also realistic and achievable. Use appropriate language, 
and be sure it encapsulates and enhances the sense  
of place, and that it considers the resilience of the 
landscape. It is important to consider long-term funding  
at the outset (see Planning).

Wider engagement

Involve everyone, within the partnership and beyond,  
to help you fully understand what is special about the 
landscape. All relevant audiences should, ideally, be 
involved throughout the process, although at some 
stages it may be more useful to involve some more than 
others (for example, it may be most useful to involve 
funders at the planning stage). Engaging as many 
audiences that represent the landscape as possible  
gives a strong understanding of what is special about the 
landscape. Think about how you might involve the general 
public, land managers, funders, schools, conservation 
professionals, businesses, politicians, policymakers,  
and academics. 

It’s important to involve less interested or even hostile 
audiences. They will give you a different perspective, and 
if you can successfully engage them, they can become 
great advocates.

Methods for engagement 

Be creative! Consider the most effective methods  
at different stages, and for each audience. What could  
be gained from them? For example, local knowledge, 
understanding the sense of place, local support or 
advocacy, involvement in delivery or in sustaining  
the project.

The quality of engagement is just as important as the 
method used, so create conditions that will ensure good 
discussion and useful results. Some of the most effective 
engagement methods are social media, field visits and 
workshops. ”Champions” or key individuals  
can be useful in gaining support. 

Key points

• Develop a shared vision that includes everyone’s 
views, even hostile audiences.

• Consider which engagement methods would be 
most efficient with particular audiences.

• Creative, effective and well-facilitated engagement 
is important.

• Find and support key individuals who are 
enthusiastic and charismatic, and who can  
inspire change.

Engaging
Good quality engagement is vital. Engage the wider public, 
as well as partners, throughout the process. 
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Funding

Draw up a funding strategy from the start, and consider 
how to fund each stage to provide for the long term. 

A joined-up approach, that sees partners working across 
the environmental sector and beyond, helps in developing 
applications and drawing in as much funding as possible. 

Consider traditional grant sources such as the Heritage 
Lottery Fund, LEADER or LIFE, public and private sector 
sources and charitable organisations such as The Esmée 
Fairburn Foundation or the John Muir Trust. Funding may 
be available via the general public (event fundraising, 
legacies, membership payments, local taxes/levies). 

It can pay to be innovative, so think about crowd-sourcing, 
payment for ecosystem services, visitor payback schemes 
or community bond/shares. The “doing” stage is often 
easier to fund, as funders prefer more glamorous  
capital projects. 

Choosing a partnership area

Depending on your aims, there are various ways to  
choose your partnership area. Be sure you understand the 
character and cultural heritage of the area; you will need 
good quality engagement with partners and the wider 
community, to see what will resonate locally. 

Think about key features (eg SSSIs, rivers, mountain  
ridges or priority habitats), and the habitats of focal species. 
You may need a core area which is fixed, but making the 
boundaries flexible means you can tweak them to ensure 
ecosystem functions are fully considered.

Skills required 

One person or organisation does not need to possess all 
the skills you will require; a skill set can be shared amongst 
the partners. 

A core team ensures continuity, but recognise the 
importance of external expertise, such as facilitators  
or economic experts. Building the capacity of the local 
community means they can contribute effectively, too.

You are likely to need to draw on many important skills, 
such as project and programme management, marketing 
and publicity, facilitation and engagement and financial 
management, bid development and fundraising. You  
will also need practical and technical skills (eg ecology, 
Land Character Assessment, field/survey skills, data 
management, mapping and planning policy). You may  
need political awareness and an understanding of 
economics (such as of agriculture or ecosystem services).

Look for personal skills such as leadership, motivation, 
passion, communications and creativity.

Key points

• Consider a range of factors when choosing your  
area, and keep the boundary flexible.

• Consider multiple, traditional and innovative  
funding sources.

• Identify the multiple skills you need from partners 
and obtain additional support.

Planning
Good planning at the outset will ensure appropriate 
funds and skills are available to carry out the project. 
Consider where you are going to work, how you will fund 
your project (in both the short and long term), and then 
what skill set you and your partners will need.
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Working at different scales

It is important to implement landscape-scale  
conservation at multiple scales. Some methods are 
important across all scales, such as climate change 
adaptation. Others, like agri-environment schemes, are 
particularly important at the site scale, because of the 
need to work with individual farmers and landowners. 
Broader, landscape-scale targeting and increased 
collaboration between landowners can increase wider 
benefits and deliver ecological networks. Species 
conservation can be key at different scales, ranging from 
site-based species to international migrants.

There is a strong relationship between landscape-scale 
conservation and land use planning. Strategic planning 
policy must extend across local planning authority 
boundaries, either through national and regional scale 
planning, or by cooperation between adjacent authorities. 
Payments for ecosystem services schemes are most 
effective at the landscape scale, as there are clear links 
between services and their beneficiaries.

Conservation volunteering is usually focused at site/
community scale, but the volunteer experience could  
be enhanced by showing the conservation benefits at  
a landscape scale. At a local scale, volunteering can be 
linked to green infrastructure planning and management.

Choosing inspirational species

Different kinds of people are inspired by different species 
of wildlife. Choose focal species according to the particular 
audience to be engaged. 

Consider those that are characteristic of the landscape,  
and those most impacted by landscape-scale conservation. 
Others might be species that are in decline or endangered, 
of economic importance, or indicators of climate change or 
ecosystem health, and of course there are those that have 
mass appeal, are locally important or are easily recognisable. 

Making landscape-scale 
conservation climate smart
Landscape-scale conservation is an important approach  
to mitigating against, and adapting to, climate change. 
Adaptation in particular acknowledges that things will 
change, so identification of species at risk and new species 
that will arrive (eg those from farther south) is required.  
An understanding of possible climate change impacts is 
important, as is an understanding of the uncertainty 
involved, and plans must be able to respond to new 
evidence. This will need to be supported by good 
monitoring (see Evaluating) to assess their effectiveness 
over time. 

Robust mitigation and adaptation plans require a multi-
sector input, beyond just the environmental sectors. Focus 
on multiple species, and consider the wider landscape and 
the application of more, bigger, better and joined principles 
of landscape-scale conservation (see page 3).

Engaging clearly and creatively with the public about these 
issues is crucial (see Engaging). 

Key points

• Consider the local scale, but also regional, national 
and international scales.

• Choose focal species carefully.
• Creative engagement with the public is crucial.
• Make your project climate smart.

Doing
This is the practical work that will achieve your vision. 
Success will ensure resilient landscape-scale conservation 
that works across different scales.

“ We recognise the need to 
transform whole landscapes  
to really make a difference for 
wildlife and for people. To achieve 
this we must work in new  
ways, build more collaborative 
approaches and develop a better 
shared understanding of the  
roles and interests everyone can 
bring, to make transformative 
changes possible.

Austin Brady, Director of 
Conservation and External Affairs, 
Woodland Trust
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Measuring biodiversity impacts

You will need to set aside considerable resources for 
monitoring. It is not possible to measure all biodiversity 
impacts, so have a clear plan, prioritising where it will be 
most useful. It is easier to measure outputs (eg area of 
habitat restored) than outcomes (eg increase in target 
species numbers), so consider relationships between the 
two. Link biodiversity monitoring with existing programmes 
(eg the Farmland Bird Indicator), as benefiting these 
programmes adds value to your monitoring activity.

A range of spatial indicators can be used for monitoring at  
a landscape scale, such as the relative proportions of edge 
and core habitat areas, and fragmentation indices. It is 
important to underpin monitoring with the latest research in 
landscape genetics, which is increasing our understanding 
of how the distribution and dispersal of species may 
respond to landscape-scale conservation. Monitoring data 
relating to charismatic or iconic species is very helpful in 
communicating with the general public (see Doing). 

Photographic evidence can communicate the effects of 
landscape-scale conservation powerfully. Take photos from 
fixed points at the start of the project.

Measuring social/economic impacts

Plan your monitoring programme from the start (see 
Planning). Social and economic evidence is essential if  
you are to engage politicians or decision-makers, so work  
with social scientists, economists and health experts to 
build an evidence base. You can then focus on aspects  
the partnership wants to influence, and indicators for 
measuring the impact can be agreed. Communities can 
help to define desired changes and impacts. 

Indicators can include: jobs created, impact on property 
prices, number of people engaged, distance travelled by 
visitors to (and within) landscape, or number of visits to  
the GP. Some can measure change across multiple aspects 
of society. Don’t forget qualitative data, as this is also 
valuable. For example, videos of people’s experiences can 
tell important stories (see Engaging).

Developing and maintaining the 
evidence base 
The evidence base can demonstrate the need for change, 
and that desired outcomes are achievable. Set clear 
objectives, and be sure to understand the partnership’s 
aims for this. 

Don’t re-invent the wheel; there is lots of existing data. 
Partners should identify between them who holds it, if it is 
accessible and any licensing issues. Include both socio-
economic and ecological data. Multiple sources will usually 
be used, including biodiversity, health, socio-economic and 
ecosystem services data, but new research may be needed.

Non-scientific data can be useful for engaging and 
motivating people, and citizen science is good for engaging 
people and collecting additional data. 

A dedicated data manager is required. Future-proof the 
data to ensure the format continues to be accessible. Any 
existing data or new data produced should be archived.

Key points

• Develop the best possible evidence base that you can.
• Use existing data sources and add value to them 

through local knowledge.
• Qualitative information is important too.
• Include social and economic evidence alongside  

the ecological data.

Evaluating
Once the evidence base has been established, it will 
provide a baseline against which the effects of short, 
medium and long-term actions can be monitored.

Futurescapes

“ High nature value farming systems are not 
protected enough, and there are opportunities  
that are being lost. We need to re-couple farming 
within the local landscape and rural life. “   
Teresa Pinto Correia (IALE–Europe)
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Establishing a resilient partnership

Good planning at the start is crucial to ensuring the project’s 
success. Selecting the right partners from the beginning is 
vital – a resilient partnership involves tenacious, motivated, 
and enthusiastic partners who are focused over the 
long-term. Build trusting relationships, communicate 
effectively, compromise, and be open and transparent.  
If you plan well at the start you’re on the way to ensuring 
the partnership continues beyond the life of your project 
(see Planning). You will need Terms of Reference, a 
Memorandum of Understanding, or a contract which 
outlines an agreed framework for project management, 
decision-making, delivery and details of partners’ roles and 
responsibilities. Continuity of funding is vital and should be 
considered at the start. This is not the responsibility of just 
one partner; the partnership needs to work together.

Continuity of staff can help, but review the membership 
regularly to ensure it remains relevant. Plan for potential 
change, such as people leaving their jobs, and do not rely 
on a few individuals. Publicity should be shared by the 
whole partnership, regardless of who contributes most 
funding. Rise above individual brand issues to ensure 
long-term recognition of the partnership.

Inspiring others

There are many ways to inspire others to share knowledge, 
good practice and resources for landscape-scale 
conservation. Choose the method most appropriate to the 
target audience (see Engaging). A central landscape-scale 
forum/hub may help different organisations interact with 
each other and share lessons learnt. Knowledge should be 
shared across boundaries, especially across the UK.

The communication methods identified as most useful are:  
field visits (all stages of the recipe for success); social 
media (all stages, but especially Engaging, Sustaining); 
guidance/toolkits (Planning, Doing, Sustaining); websites 
(all stages) and training/development (Planning, Doing, 
Sustaining). 

Sharing success 

Key messages that help people to understand why 
landscape-scale conservation is important include: savings 
to national spending and the contribution to the local 
economy; the contribution to people’s health and well-
being; benefits to ecosystem services; eg food, clean air, 
water, energy, biodiversity. They may also like consideration 
of the cultural value of landscapes in terms of their historical 
value, as well as for their personal memories and stories. 
See Engaging for more information.

Key points
 
• Consider long-term sustainability and how it can  

be achieved at all stages of the process.
• Share responsibility, knowledge and the credit  

for success.
• Focus on building trust, tenacity and transparency.
• Communicate success, matching the message  

to the audience.

Sustaining
Don’t leave thinking about the legacy of a project 
until the end. Keep it in mind throughout, but 
particularly when establishing the partnership. 

“ My vision for the future is for people like me  
to be out of a job because local communities and 
landowners are engaged, and the government  
and policy makers know what they have  
to do for nature.”   
Felicity Husband, Futurescapes officer 
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Conclusion
The RSPB LIFE+ Futurescapes programme has made 
an important contribution to the development of 
landscape-scale conservation in the UK, and this has 
important lessons for how we manage the Natura 
2000 network across Europe. 

A lot has been learned about how we communicate 
and deliver landscape-scale conservation. The 
essence of this is shared in this document, providing  
a recipe for success in landscape-scale conservation 
for others to use, in the UK and elsewhere. We hope 
this will inspire and guide them to implement green 
infrastructure projects, and to robustly support the 
Natura 2000 network, contributing to halting 
biodiversity loss across Europe.

Futurescapes
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“ It’s so beautiful and open here.  
I live in the city, so coming here  
is just amazing and spending time 
watching the wildlife is great.“   
Jessica, aged 13



A landscape at a crossroads

A weather-hardened traveller
Bearing the weight of generations,
Rests awhile at a crossroads.
His grandfather’s wisdom of the seasons,
The coal-black hands of winter
And hayseed fingernails of summer,
Tell the story of his childhood beginning.
Through land of myths and legends,
Along hollow-way and turnpike road;
Past collapsed coal-mine shafts
And rubble-filled old lime kilns;
Forgotten relicts of landscape past.
His proud field barn, once shelter
To hardy cattle after the hay cut,
Now tumbledown and empty
Even of summer’s swallows.
Which path to take through watershed moors
And fading echoes of the curlew’s cry?
Visiting travellers from silk towns around,
Drink from this land, yet
Have been oblivious to his struggle.
Now they will join and lend a hand
On the path where wisdom and innovation
Meet to pave a smoother road. 

Written by Karen Shelly-Jones; South West Peak Landscape Partnership 
Development Officer, The Peak District National Park Authority.

UK Headquarters
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Tel: 01767 680551

Northern Ireland Headquarters
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2 Lochside View, Edinburgh Park, 
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Tel: 029 2035 3000
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